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IS IT THE END OF
disarmament era?

Students can now pur-
sue PhD after 4-year
undergraduate course

S
tudents with a minimum CGPA
score 
of 7.5/10 in
the four-

year-undergraduate pro-
gramme (FYUP) will now
be eligible for PhD admis-
sions, without having to
complete a master’s pro-
gramme, according to the
new regulations on award of
PhD degree finalised by the
University Grants Commission (UGC). The University Grants
Commission (Minimum Standards and Procedure for Award
of PhD degree) Regulations 2022 are likely to be announced
by the end of June and set to come into effect from the
forthcoming 2022-23 academic session.

 Giving a boost to FYUP introduced under the National
Education Policy (NEP), the regulations state that “a can-
didate seeking admission after a 4-year/ 8 semester
Bachelor’s degree should have a minimum CGPA of 7.5/10,”
while offering a relaxation of 0.5 CGPA score on a scale of
10 for candidates from SC/ ST/ OBC/ differently-abled as
well as economically weaker sections

As per the new regulations, 40% of the vacant seats
can be filled through university-level tests. Two modes of
admissions — 100% based on national level entrance tests
or 60-40 split based on national level entrance tests and
university level or state-level entrance tests have been
recommended

If the total vacant seats are filled by candidates qualify-
ing in the national level entrance tests (conducted by UGC,
CSIR, ICMR, ICAR, etc), the selection of such candidates
will be based on a merit list with 100% weightage from
interview conducted by the higher education institution

In order to arrest the trend of

publishing in predatory 

journals, the new regulations

recommend either patenting

or publishing in peer-

reviewed or refered 

journals only

 WHAT IS NUCLEAR
DISARMAMENT: The
process or act of reducing
or eliminating nuclear
weapons is known as
nuclear disarmament.

 HISTORY OF NUKES: Since the
first nuclear bombs were dropped on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945,
nuclear technology has evolved signif-
icantly. It is more complex: the variety
of weapons developed allows for both
large-scale and targeted attacks with
a longer range and a much greater
destructive force.  
 WHAT IS TREATY ON THE NON-

PROLIFERATION OF NUCLEAR
WEAPONS (NPT): The NPT is a land-
mark international treaty whose objec-
tive is to prevent the spread of nuclear
weapons and weapons technology, to
promote cooperation in the peaceful
uses of nuclear energy and to further
the goal of achieving nuclear disarma-
ment and general and complete disarma-
ment. The Treaty represents the only
binding commitment in a multilateral
treaty to the goal of disarmament by the
nuclear-weapon States. Opened for sig-
nature in 1968, the treaty entered into
force in 1970. On May 11, 1995, the treaty
was extended indefinitely.  A total of 191

countries have joined the treaty, includ-
ing the five nuclear-weapon states. 
 WHAT IS NUCLEAR-WEAPON-
FREE ZONE (NWFZ): It is a geo-
graphical area declared free of
nuclear weapons as described under
the NPT. As of 2016, there are five
such regional treaties in place in pop-
ulated areas of the world: Latin-
America and the Caribbean, Africa,
Central Asia, Southeast Asia, and the
South Pacific. In addition, the status
of Mongolia as a nuclear-free territory
has been recognised by the UNGC.
Antarctica is also considered nuclear-
free, and so is outer space.

Global nuclear
arsenal to

grow for first
time since
Cold War

A
fter 35 years of

decline, the
number of

nuclear
weapons in the world is set to

rise in the coming decade as
global tensions flare amid

Russia's war in Ukraine, according to the
Stockholm International Peace Research Institute’s

(SIPRI) estimates. The nine nuclear powers —
Britain, China, France, India, Israel, North Korea,

Pakistan, the United States and Russia — had
12,705 nuclear warheads in early 2022, or 375 fewer
than in early 2021, according to estimates by SIPRI.
But this era of disarmament appears to be coming

to an end, and the risk of a nuclear escalation is
now at its highest point in the post-Cold War

period, SIPRI researchers said.

Why threat of
nuke escalation

1Russian President Vladimir
Putin has on several occasions
made reference to the use of

nuclear weapons since he ordered
invasion of Ukraine in February

2Several countries, including
China and Britain, are either
officially or unofficially mod-

ernising or ramping up their arsenals.

3Iran's nuclear programme and
the development of increasing-
ly-advanced hypersonic mis-

siles have, among other things, raised
concern

 Moscow and Washington
alone account for 90 pper

cent of the world's nuclear
arsenal. Russia remains the biggest nuclear power, with
5,977 wwarheads in early 2022, down by 280 from a year
ago, either deployed, in stock or waiting to be dismantled,
according to the institute. More than 1,600 of its warheads
are believed to be immediately operational
 The United SStates, meanwhile, has 5,428 wwarheads, 120
fewer than last year, but it has more deployed than Russia,
at 1,750
 In terms of overall numbers, China comes third with 350,
followed by France with 290, Britain with 225, Pakistan with
165, India with 160 and Israel with 90
 Israel is the only one of the nine that does not officially
acknowledge having nuclear weapons

FOR THE RECORD
LESSON
TIME

A
rare Stradivarius violin that
belonged to a Russian-American
virtuoso and was used in the
'Wizard of Oz' soundtrack sold at

an auction in New York recently for $15.3 million,
just below the record for such an instrument,
according to auction house Tarisio. The violin,
made in 1714 by master craftsman Antonio
Stradivari, belonged to virtuoso Toscha Seidel,
who not only used it on the score for the 1939
Hollywood classic, but also while teaching his
famous student Albert Einstein.

The record for a
Stradivarius  (a
Stradivarius  is
one of the vio-
lins built by
members of the
Italian family Stradivari during the 17th and
18th centuries) at an auction was set in 2011,
when a violin baptised ‘Lady Blunt’, said to
have belonged to Lady Anne Blunt, grand-
daughter of the poet Lord Byron, was sold for
$15.9 in London

Rare violin made by Antonio Stradivarius in
1714 fetches $15.3 mn at New York auction

Internet Explorer to
retire after 27 years
of service

T ech company 
Microsoft is pulling
the plug on its oldest

Internet Explorer after 25
years of service. Released in
1995, the search browser
came as an add-on for
Windows 95.

 Known as the OG search browser, the Internet
Explorer saw its major jump in 2003 before falling
and becoming the least favourite after new
browsers entered the market
 However, since 2016, the company hasn't released
any new major upgrades or fresh versions of
Internet Explorer. Internet Explorer 11, released in
2013, happens to be the last and final version
released by Microsoft

M
eta has announced a new setting known
as Voice Mode in Horizon Worlds that will
give people more control over their
experience. The feature, to begin rolling

out in the next few weeks, will allow the Quest 2 VR head-
set users to choose how they hear people, who aren't on
the friends list, including the option to not hear unwant-
ed conversations at all. "By default, you'll hear all nearby
users at the same volume, but with Voice Mode, you can
easily switch to Garbled Voices, in which non-friends'
voices come across as unintelligible, friendly sounds,"
said the company in an update. Horizon Worlds will also
begin rolling in the UK this week on Quest 2 for people 18
years of age or older. If you enable Garbled Voices,
strangers will see an indicator that you can't hear them
so they don't feel like you're ignoring them.

 Horizon
Worlds is a
social VR
experience,
where you
can discover
new places with friends, build unique
worlds of your own, and form teams
to compete in action-packed games
 The Horizon Worlds social meta-
verse platform is currently available
only on the company's Quest VR
headsets

Meta rolling out Voice
Mode in Horizon Worlds

ODI Rankings: Pakistan pip
India to 4th spot on ICC list P

akistan have pipped India to climb
to the fourth spot in the latest ICC
men's ODI team rankings after
completing a clean sweep over

West Indies in a recently-concluded home
series. New ZZealand with 125 points are on top
of the table, while England are a point below
at 124 and Australia are placed third at 107.
Before the start of the series, Pakistan were
placed fifth in the rankings with a rating of
102 points but it must be mentioned that India
haven't played any ODIs since the home series
against the West Indies a few months back.
With a 3-0 victory over the Windies, Pakistan
leapfrogged to No 4 with rating of 106, leaving
India behind a notch below at 105.

As per Microsoft, the
company will end main-
stream support for the
ageing search engine,
which will be rendered
inoperable from June
15, 2022.



The beautiful thing about learning is that nobody can take
it away from you.
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WINNING ATTITUDE MATTERS!

SECTION-A
Question 1: "Physicians make a di-

agnosis looking at a person's phys-
ical symptoms". How are psy-

chological symptoms diag-
nosed? (2)

Question 2: Explain the concept of cog-
nitive dissonance with an example. (2)

OR
Discuss any two features of attitude. 

Question 3: Describe any two factors that
influence attitude change. (2)

SECTION-B
Question 4: Annie has an extreme fear
of lizards. Identify the type of phobia she
might be suffering from. Discuss the oth-
er two types of phobias. (3)

Question 5: Lily is attending her first
client as a clinical psychologist. Help her
to understand any three factors that con-
tribute to healing in psychotherapy. (3)

Question 6: How are groups
formed? (3)

OR
Differentiate between primary

and secondary groups.

SECTION-C
Question 7: Preeti is com-

plaining different phys-
ical symptoms in the ab-
sence of any physical dis-
ease. Identify the disorder
and discuss its various
types. (4)

OR
Reyansh is a 30 year old man working in
a corporate company. One day, he did not
reach home after his office. Suddenly, af-
ter 2 years he came back home, but did
not remember the last 2 years of his life.
It seemed as if he suddenly woke up. Iden-
tify the disorder. Explain other related
disorders under this category.  

Question 8: What is behaviour therapy?
Discuss any three techniques used in be-
haviour therapy. (4) 

OR
Discuss different cognitive therapies that
can help one to reduce stress.

Question 9: Suhas owns a corporate com-
pany and gives promotion to only men.
It seems he has prejudice against women.
Discuss any four sources that may have
led to prejudice. (4)

Question 10: Rohan is living alone in
Mumbai since lockdown. He joined the
company recently and doesn't know any-
one in the town. Rohan is considering
joining a local "friends club". State any
four reasons of why people join groups.

(4)

SECTION-D
Read the case and answer the ques-
tions that follow:

John graduated from high school and got
a job at a Supermarket. After working for
about 6 months, he began to hear voices
that told him he is no good. John also be-
gan to believe that his boss has installed
video cameras in the sections which he
frequented to catch him making mistakes.
He became increasingly agitated at work,
particularly during busy times, and be-
gan "talking strangely" to customers. He
also thought that he is being watched
through secret cameras at home. Af-
ter about a year John quit his job
one night, yelling at his boss that
he couldn't take the constant
abuse of being watched by all
the TV screens in the store and
even in his own home. He was
diagnosed with schizophrenia
by a clinical psychologist.

Question 11: Do you think John
is showcasing symptoms of delu-
sions? Discuss its various types. (2)  

Question 12: People with schizophrenia
may also experience negative symptoms.
Explain its types. (2)  
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These questions are meant for practice 
purpose only. Students are advised to check format,
syllabus and marks for Board test papers with their
teachers. Questions have been given by teachers

and NIE is not responsible for them.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:
(i.) The question paper contains three
sections. 

(ii.) Section A has 3 questions carrying
2 marks each. Answers to these
questions should not exceed 40
words.

(iii.) Section B has 3 questions
carrying 3 marks each. Answer to
these questions should not exceed
80 words.

(iv.) Section C has 4 questions 
carrying 4 marks each. Answer to
these questions should not exceed
120 words.

(v.) Section D has one case study.
There are 2 questions carrying 2
marks each. Answer to these ques-
tions should not exceed 40 words.

Class: XII, 
Subject: Psychology(CBSE)

Maximum Marks: 35

Get programmed to excel

SECTION-A
Each question carries 2 marks 

(1.) Consider the following stack of characters,
where STACK is allocated  N = 8 memory cells.

STACK : W, X, Y, Z, K, ..., ..., ...
Describe the STACK at the end of the fol-
lowing operations.
(i)  Pop (STACK, ITEM) 
(ii) Push (STACK, L)

Push (STACK, P)
(iii)Pop (STACK, ITEM)   

Push (STACK, R)
(iv) Pop (STACK, ITEM)   

Pop (STACK, ITEM)   

(2.) (i) Expand the following: 
FTP, VOIP  

(ii) Out of the following, which is the economic
wired and faster wireless medium of transmis-
sion? 
Infrared, Coaxial cable, Fiber optics cable, Mi-
crowave, Ethernet cable

(3.) Differentiate between unique column con-
straint and distinct clause with respect to sql
table.  

(4.) A resultset is extracted from the database
using the cursor object (that has been already
created) by giving the following statement.  

Mydata=cursor.fetchall() 
a) What will be returned by fetchall() method? 
b) What will be the datatype of Mydata object
and data type of elements in Mydata after the
given command is executed? 

(5.) Table  Table COACHING is shown below.
Write the output for (i) to (iv)

(i) select name from coaching order by name
where age >=35;
(ii) select * from coaching where fee between
30000 and 40000;
(iii) Select sum(Fee) from coaching where city
like "%O% ;
(iv) Select city from coaching group by city hav-
ing count(city)>=2;

(6.) (i) Which command is used to view the list
of databases? 
(ii) Give one point of difference between
an equi-join and a cartesian product.

(7.) Consider table COACHING
shown below and answer
below questions with re-

spect to this table.

(a) Identify the candidate key(s).
(b) Identify attribute best suitable to be declared
as a primary key and alternate keys.

OR
(a) Give command to change size of city attrib-
ute to 25. 
(b) What is degree and cardinality of a table?
Give cardinality of the table  
COACHING. 

SECTION-B
Each question carries 3 marks 
(8.) Write a program to implement a stack for
these book-details (book_no, book_name). That
is, now each item node of the stack contains two
types of information -a book no and its name.
Just implement push and display operations.

OR
John has created a dictionary containing names
and salary as key value pairs of 6 Employees.
Write a program, with separate user defined
functions to perform the following operations: 
Push the keys (name of the Employees) of the
dictionary into a stack, where the corresponding
value (salary) is greater than 25000.  
 Pop and display the content of the stack. 
For example: 
If the sample content of the dictionary is as fol-
lows: 
E={“OM”:76000, “JAI”:24500, “BOB”:89000,
“ALI”:65000,“ANU”:10900,“TOM”:28200} 
The output from the program should be: 
TOM ALI BOB OM 

(9.) (i) Give the SQL command  to create a table
STUDENT in a database with SCODE as primary
key with the following fields: 
SCODE, SNAME, CLASS, MARKS [1]
(ii) Give the SQL command to remove column
sname from the student table. [1]
(iii) What is the difference between DDL and
DML commands. Give one command of each as
examples. [1]

(10.) Write a MySQL-Python connectivity pro-
gram to retrieve data and display, one record at
a time, from city table for employees with id less
than 10.    

SECTION-C
Each question carries 4 marks 
(11.) Write the SQL query for questions from (i)
to (iv) given below :-

(i) Display the Mobile company, Mobile name,
manufacturing date & price in descending order
of their manufacturing date.
(ii)  List the details of mobile whose name starts
with "S".
(iii) Display the Mobile id & total quantity of
each mobile in stock.
(iv) To display the Mobile Id, name of mobile
company, quantity, supplier name of mobile
whose quantity is 300 or more.

(12.) (i) Give two advantages and two disadvan-
tages of bus topology [2]

OR
Write two advantages and two disadvantages of
using an optical Fiber cable over an Ethernet ca-
ble to connect two service.
(ii) How is LAN different from WAN? [2]

(13.) A company ABC Enterprises has four blocks
of buildings as shown: 

Center to center distance between various blocks  

Numbers of computers in each block 

(a) Computers in each block are networked but
blocks are not networked. The company has now
decided to connect the blocks also. Suggest the
most appropriate topology for the connections
between the blocks and the most appropriate lo-
cation of the server, to get the best connectivity
for maximum number of computers. 
(b) The company wants internet accessibility in
all the blocks. The suitable and cost-effective
technology for that would be: 
I.   Satellite 
II.  Lease line 
III. Telephone line 
IV.  Broadband 

(c) Which device will you suggest for con-
necting all the computers with in each of
their blocks? 
(d) The company is planning to link its head

office situated in New Delhi with the of-
fices in hilly areas. Suggest a wire-

less way to connect it eco-
nomically.

SUBJECT:
COMPUTER SCIENCE,

CLASS: XII, CBSE
MAXIMUM MARKS: 35

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:
 The question paper is divided into 3 
sections - A, B and C 

 Section A, consists of 7 questions (1-7).
Each question carries 2 marks.  

 Section B, consists of 3 questions (8-10).
Each question carries 3 marks.  

 Section C, consists of 3 questions (11-13).
Each question carries 4 marks. 

 Internal choices have been given for
question numbers 7, 8 and 12. 

K
eeping the National 
Education Policy (NEP) in mind, the
University Grants Commission is

coming up with new guidelines allowing a
candidate to pursue two-degree pro-
grammes in physical mode simultaneous-
ly. To let TIMES NIE readers know what is
it like to pursue two majors at the same time, we held a tete-a-tete with Gokul PPareek, an
undergraduate sstudent ffrom tthe UUniversity oof IIllinois, CChicago, wwho iis aa ttriple mmajor iin
Psychology, BBiological SSciences, MMaths aand CComputer SScience, oon wwhether tthe wworld
opens uup wwhen oone ppursues mmultiple ddegrees. Pareek has been recently invited to join
Phi Beta Kappa Society, the oldest academic honour society founded in 1776 in the US.

How did you think of
pursuing different 
subjects?

Ifeel it all started when I
was in Birla Vidya

Niketan, a high school in
South Delhi. I had physics,
chemistry, mathematics,
and biology (PCMB) as my
subjects with special inter-
est in the field of biologi-
cal sciences. Hence, it
made sense for me to opt
for it as my major at the
University of Illinois
Chicago, a public research
university in Chicago, USA.
However, as the days of my
“exploring phase” passed,
I realised that mathemat-
ics and psychology were
the two additional subjects
that I felt inclined towards,
and later, made the deci-
sion to add it as my addi-
tional majors.

What kind of schedule and research is needed if
a student is  interested in specialising in multi-
ple subjects?

It requires adequate planning as aiming for multiple
programmes can get a bit hectic. It is advisable to

research early. Preferably, make a 4-year plan for your
courses by the first year itself. Stay accountable as it is
easy for the workload to pile up.

Is it important to be a topper in the subjects of
your interest for a triple major? Students want
to know if they have scope to do well in life if
they are above average in some, and excel in
others, which they want to specialise in?

Definitely not. But one has to be aware that this is
different from what we have in high schools where

we do not have an option of “dropping” a subject. If
you are majoring in distinct areas in college, you should
be 100% sure about it. Getting marks is not a priority,
and I would advise students to focus more on the learn-
ing and how they can apply the concepts learnt in one
subject to real-life applications in another subject. The
end goal has to be an aspiration to do something in an
integrative field which utilises the concepts of the sub-
jects that you are majoring in. Otherwise, doing more
than one major would be a waste of time.

Does it lead to confusion? Or is it 
something that diversifies your options?

Although majoring in multiple subjects does
diversify your options, I would say that there is

still a lot of heavy-lifting that one has to endure
when planning to do the same. Confusion is bound
to creep in, and hence, it would be wise to decide
on the areas that one is interested in, before
declaring an additional major. One has to also keep
the bigger picture in mind by reflecting how 
studying these various subjects would help in 
finding an interdisciplinary side in the future.

Now that NEP is facilitating double degrees at the same time, do you
think Indian students will have more opportunities within the country?

Yes, I am excited to see the NEP’s initiative. It would help students get exposed to
various fields and lead them to find their niche early in life. It is more about the

job/research opportunities and less about the scope of formal training that is causing
brain drain in India. Mainstream subjects remain “career-friendly.”  Interdisciplinary
subject areas do not have enough scope that leads to students either not pursuing
these areas or moving abroad to explore them. The government should take an initia-
tive to create job opportunities that cover a wider spectrum. 

AAss ttoolld ttoo MMalliinii MMeenoon

‘Want to pursue 2 degrees 
at same time? Plan 4 years ahead’

Q & A

GOKUL PAREEK, 
an undergraduate student

from the University of
Illinois, Chicago


